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ABSTRACT
This paper set out to analyze trends in data usage within mainstream American news. Analyzing
a sample of over 60,000 New York Times articles from 1981 to 2021, data usage, article
subjectivity, and article polarity were measured. The purpose of this analysis was to test whether
the prevailing narrative that the past 20 years is the ‘data age’ and that data usage is bigger than
ever was true within the context of print journalism. Overall, current public confidence in
mainstream newspapers is low and readership is decreasing. Thus, the value of journalists as
collectors, interpreters, and presenters of data is of increasing importance. Contrary to the
original hypotheses, the key findings of this analysis are that data usage has not increased
absolutely, or as a ratio to wordcount over the past 40 years. No substantial trends in either data
word usage or raw number usage could be detected. Further, the presence of data within New
York Times articles was not found to have any strong correlation with changes in article polarity
or subjectivity. This raises critical questions about the narrative of the ‘data age’ and why
increased data availability has not resulted in increased data utilization in the context of the New
York Times.

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Data Age, Computer Age, and Information Age. The term is arbitrary, but the
implications couldn’t be less so. Data and statistics have never been so available- in breadth and
depth than today. One doesn’t even need to look at the data to know this, but since that data is
available: In January 2021, Google processed 12.69 billion search queries (Johnson, 2021). Tools
like Amazon’s MTurk have made survey data exponentially cheaper and easier to collect. In
2019 there were a reported 250, 810 MTurk workers who have completed at least one Human
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Intelligence Task (HIT) such as a survey (Robinson, 2019). From 1992 to 2012, bibliometrics
showed a ten-fold increase in publications and the rate continues to increase (Wouters, 2012).
These are just a few examples of how data, research, and general information are expanding at
astronomical rates. However, there is a big difference between possessing this data and
information verses deploying it. For-profit companies have been leading this utilization of data
while more traditional institutions follow. This raises important questions about whether this new
data and research is really reaching the hands and minds of the public as productive information
or if it is simply being used to better track them, market to them, and profit off them. Thus, the
presentation of this increasing data to the public must be carefully examined to see whether the
average person really engages with this exploding data availability or whether it is simply used
on them. This leads into the main question of this analysis: Has data utilization increased in
mainstream newspapers and what is the impact of data usage on journalistic sentimentality?

Mainstream print media is in perhaps the largest battle of its existence. Alongside decreased
revenues as readership becomes primarily online based, the public’s trust and confidence in the
honesty and accuracy of the media has become severely damaged. In 2016, Americans' trust in
the media reached an all-time low- just 32%- according to a Gallup poll (Brenan, 2019).

In the information age, the traditional news media has been burdened with deciding what stories
to feature, which information to use, and how to guide readers towards a real understanding of
the issues. Of growing consequence is the use of data in the news media. Mainstream media
needs to use data effectively and with the appropriate levels of subjectivity and polarity in order
to create value for readers and regain the public’s trust. Data must be packaged and presented to
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readers in digestible ways that match their statistical understanding. In many instances,
journalists tiptoe the delicate line of interpreting data and research in order to make it
comprehensible to the reader while also trying not to insert their own bias and opinions which
could result in the reader losing trust not just in the journalist, but also in the data itself.
Analyzing the changing landscape of data usage in newspaper articles within the context of
secondary article attributes such as subjectivity, polarity, and complexity will shine light on
prevailing trends. This empirical evidence will add to meaningful discussions around the value,
purpose, and effect of data usage and presentation in journalism. Furthermore, it will probe both
readers and writers alike to question the underlying norms around data production, presentation,
and consumption.

Overall, the key findings of this paper are that data usage has not increased absolutely, or as a
ratio to wordcount over the past 40 years in the New York Times. No practically significant
trends in either data word usage or raw number usage could be detected. Further, the presence of
data within New York Times articles was not found to have any strong correlation with article
polarity or subjectivity. The New York Times appears to be relentlessly constant in article
polarity, subjectivity, and data usage within articles. A number of further analyses were made,
but these findings raise important questions that challenge the public’s underlying perception of
‘rising data usage’ and that journalists have become more heavy data users. The implications of
these findings, potential limitations of the analysis, and questions for further research are
discussed in detail. The lack of findings in this case is actually the most interesting finding of all
and greatly surprised researchers and the original editors of this analysis.
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Contribution
This paper aims to answer the following questions: 1) How has the frequency of data usage in
mainstream newspapers changed over time and 2) How have the corresponding sentimentality
and subjectivity scores of newspaper articles changed over time. Examining not just the shifting
use of data and subjectivity/sentimentality over time, but also the potential covariance in these
variables, the aim is to create a full picture of the impact of data usage in newspaper articles.
This is of particular interest because many authors and members of the general public
hypothesize that increased data usage supports objectivity in the news, but others argue that
limitlessness amounts of data in the computer age allow journalists to find facts and data to
support any of their subjective opinions and thus have swayed newspapers toward subjectivity in
spite of increased data usage.

The consumers of this paper may include academics, researchers, and journalists. Everyone
participates in the mainstream media ecosystem in some capacity, either as producers of the data
and journalism, or simply as consumers of the media. Even if one doesn’t directly consume
mainstream media, they are impacted by the incredible and undeniable ability of the media to
influence the public consensus that shapes politics, pop culture, and social values. Thus, while
this paper is unlikely to be read by a general audience, it’s content and implications certainly
pertain to the general public.

In a world where data is bigger, more granular, more powerful, and ample, journalists must strive
to deploy this data productively and prudently. The goal of this paper is to examine the changing
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ways in which data has historically been used and presented in mainstream media with varying
levels of sentimentality and subjectivity. The hope is that these results will prove a useful starting
point to explore possible causations between data use and mistrust in the media as well as
changing journalistic standards. Striving for a low sentiment score, the mission of this
examination is not to expose nor applaud mainstream media for their practices when it comes to
data and sentimentality. Rather, the aim is to provide an objective trend analysis as a starting
point for further causal research. After all, every stakeholder benefits from better data and
improved use of such data in the mainstream media.

CONTEXT AND EXISTING LITERATURE
The topic of data use in journalism reveals the complexity of “reporting the news in the time of
information overload.” One of the most frequently cited pieces of literature on this topic is
Precision Journalism by Philip Meyer (1973). First published in 1973, this piece concisely lays
out the four key things journalists need to know: “1. How to find information 2. How to evaluate
and analyze it 3. How to communicate it in a way that will pierce the babble of information
overload and reach the people who need and want it 4. How to determine, and then obtain, the
amount of precision needed for a particular story.” These four elements provide a neat outline for
most of the literature that explores the broad and complex world of data usage in journalism.

The first of these concepts- finding information- has been transformed by the birth of data
journalism, computer-assisted reporting (CAR), and computational journalism. While the
technical definitions of these concepts vary within the literature, computational journalism tends
to encompass both CAR and data journalism as being “the combination of algorithms, data, and
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knowledge from the social sciences to supplement the accountability function of journalism
(Hamilton, 2009).” Data journalism as defined by Stray (2011) is “obtaining, reporting on,
curating and publishing data in the public interest.” CAR has a much more disputed role in the
literature. It was prominently outlined as the ‘precision journalism’ mentioned above by Meyer
(1973). However, it took until the late 1980s and early 1990s for this type of precision journalism
to make it into newsrooms. The term CAR has been mainly out of use since the 2000’s due to the
fact that technology has become so commonplace in newsrooms. However, CAR continues to be
practiced although as more of a “historical mode of quantitative journalism than a contemporary
practice (Coddington, 2015).”

An important aspect of the literature on data journalism is the varying narrowness by which
authors define ‘data journalism’. For the purposes of this paper, it will be broadly accepted as the
exploration, use, and presentation of data in journalism. This definition allows more specific
interpretations as well as broader uses of the term to be examined through the existing applicable
literature. This definition also hinges on the presumption that data usage has become so
commonplace in almost every subject area, that articles that include significant data usage
shouldn’t solely be categorized as ‘data articles,’ but rather should stay within their originally
classified subject area.

Significant literature exists on the sources of data used in journalism. The 2001 book News and
news sources: A critical introduction covers this topic in depth and is highly cited in the
literature (Manning, 2001). In general, it has been concluded that mainstream news outlets in
radio, television, and print rely heavily on institutional data including government and business
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figures more often than academic and think tank data. In a 2016 study of UK media, researchers
found that the source of the data was: politicians 23.8 percent, government agencies 12.3 percent,
people from the world of business 12.3 percent, independent research groups, think tanks,
academics 6.5 percent (Cushion, 2015). Their findings were consistent with other literature such
as a 2016 paper that examined the BBC and their quantitative content sourcing (Wahl-Jorgensen,
2016). Source dependency, particularly on politicians and government has led to the accusation
that journalists are easily manipulated by politicians and may even inadvertently give significant
advantages to incumbent politicians (Prior, 2006).

Examining the 2nd and 3rd drivers of ‘Precision Journalism’ journalists had to consider how to
evaluate and analyze data and then, importantly, how to communicate such data in a useful way
that can reach beyond the flood of information and provide real understanding to those who both
need and seek it (Meyer, 1973). Under these drivers falls the highly discussed topics of
sentiment and subjectivity. “This body of knowledge enables us to find out how to get messages
into the heads of the audience, not just into their hands (Meyer, 1973).”

There is significant literature surrounding the idea of impartiality in journalism and what exactly
defines impartiality. Impartiality and its definition are highly debated, and its conceptual
meaning is difficult to impose when examining news (Barkho, 2014). There are a number of case
studies that highlight egregious instances of data misuse and misrepresentation as well as
misrepresentation of specific scientific studies in the media (Schlesinger, 1994) ;(Lewis, 2003).
A 2009 work by Woodword suggests that the pervasiveness of statistics that is seen in western
society may contribute to destabilization, fear, and panic. Although there is significant literature
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on this misuse or adverse effect of data usage in the news, perhaps more interesting is the
literature that explores the sheer lack of impact that data usage can have when used too
impartially.

A smaller subset of literature addresses this issue of impartiality alongside Meyer’s 4th key
which is determining and achieving the appropriate level of precision. The study of false
equivalence which is when competing positions are juxtaposed without any journalists
interpreting the evidence supporting both sides (Lewis and Spears, 2003). It seems that this path
of implied objectivity has been assumed by journalists as an attempt to meet impartiality
standards. At best this practice fails to actually inform the audience, at worst, it leads readers to
believe that the data and evidence on both sides are equally supported (Lewis and Spears 2003).
A number of authors have pointed to this phenomenon as the driving force behind general public
confusion regarding data, its reliability, and the trustworthiness of the news (BBC, Trust 2016).
This idea, coined as “impartiality-as-balance,” is heavily challenged by the “function of good
journalism to communicate what the weight of the evidence tells us (Cushion, 2016).”

As a topic of great significance and large societal implications, data usage in journalism has
generated substantial and varied literature. Much of this research focuses on sources, accuracy,
and impartiality. Several studies examine these facets across different media sources- including
radio, television, online articles, and print (Cushion, 2016). The evolution of these facets across
time has received substantially less attention and been commented on in a broader and less
empirical context. This paper hopes to contribute to this space of data use and sentimentality
scoring across time.
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HYPOTHESES
At the outset of this analysis, three key hypotheses were identified. These hypotheses aim to
capture the common perceptions of mainstream media as held by the general public. They were
formed after reading opinion pieces, speaking with academics, and countless conversations with
everyday consumers of mainstream print media.

Hypothesis 1: Data usage has increased over time.
This hypothesis was based on evidence of the rapidly increasing availability of data. The
computer age has generated incredibly granular data on almost every subject. Never before in
history has polling been so cheap and rapid than in the age of online platforms such as Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. Not only does survey data availability seem to be reaching a peak, but readers
are more used to seeing this type of data and information on a daily basis. The information age
has also increased the quantification of almost every industry. Within every discipline, there is a
push toward quantitative rather than qualitative measures of achievement. Conversations with
academics and everyday people as well as reading the prevailing literature on the ways in which
data usage has exploded globally drove this hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2: Among articles in the ‘high’ data category, objectivity will decrease over
time.
The well documented decreasing trust in journalists along with the advent of ‘fake news’ has led
to a general public perception that the media has become shifted toward entertainment and away
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from the goal of informing. In 2016, Americans' trust in the media reached an all-time low- just
32%- according to a Gallup poll (Brenan, 2019). Historically, data sources were more limited
and were more likely to come from the government, universities, and research institutions. For
this reason, the data narrative was much more singular in tone and topic. There is a prevailing
perception among mentioned by many scholars that in the 80’s and early 90’s data was reported,
and data heavy articles focused on presenting facts meant to inform readers (Riffe, 1997). The
advent of the internet, explosion of data availability, and diversity of sources is believed to have
led to a weaponization of data. Alongside this use of data to back everyday articles, many believe
that the expectation of high data usage to back one’s argument led to an increase in data usage in
opinion pieces. Additionally, there is a perception that the availability of data on either side of
almost any topic has emboldened journalists to make more extreme and more subjective
statements because in more recent times they have had the data to back these claims.

Hypothesis 3: Data usage will be inversely correlated to polarity.
There are prevailing perceptions of data being used heavily in topics such as politics, the
economy, crime, and wars/conflicts. Additionally, data is used to support and enable sharp
criticism and comparison. Based on these commonly held perceptions of the use of data as a
justifier in negative arguments and the frequency of data in articles on negative topics, it was
hypothesized that more data would be used in negative articles than in articles with positive
polarity scores. This hinges on the belief that praise, and positivity are less likely to need the
defense and journalistic backing of data.
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METHODOLOGY
The New York Times served as the sample dataset for this analysis. Founded in 1851, the NYT
is a staple in American news and is firmly a part of the mass mainstream media. The NYT has
remained governed by the Sulzberger family since 1896- although through a dual-class structure
since the NYT became publicly traded. This consistency is valuable as this paper aims to
examine underlying trends in journalistic practices around data usage and wants to avoid
confounding factors such as changing leadership or new owners.

The sample is made up of 30 New York Times articles from every Sunday Edition from January
4th, 1981 to March 7th, 2021. In total, the sample included 60,097 articles. When choosing this
sampling method, the drastic changes in the number of published articles per day over time had
to be considered. Because the time frame examined includes the shift from print to digital media,
there is a sharp increase in the total number of articles published per Sunday by each publication.
However, despite the fact that the proportion of the population sampled in later years is smaller,
a percentage driven sampling method (i.e., choosing 10% of published articles) would have
resulted in too low of a sample size in early years to conduct meaningful statistical analyses.

In order to obtain the articles via a random sample, a web crawler was built in Python in order to
scrape the LexusNexus Database. For each day, the crawler filled in the article search form on
LexusNexus to only pull New York Times articles from that given day. After performing the
search, it accessed the total number of articles on that Sunday, then generated 30 random integers
between one and the total. The crawler then iterated through each page of generated articles,
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checking to see if the number corresponding to each article matches the next index in the 30
random numbers. If it does, it marks that article for downloading.

Each page contains 10 articles, with most Sundays including between 40 and 50 pages. After all
30 articles have been marked for downloading, the crawler navigates to the download page and
saves all of the articles as local files. Each of these text files includes all information about the
article, such as the title, author, date, article body, section, and subject. Then, it repeats the
process for the following Sunday. After all articles had been downloaded by the web crawler,
another Python script was written to organize articles by year and by date. This script generated
folders in a local directory and moved all articles into the proper file path in order to have better
organization for the following script.

Once all articles were sorted, another Python script was written to read these files and generate a
dataframe used in the analysis portion of the project. This script transformed the article
information generated from NexusLexus from a .rtf (Rich Text Format) into a pure string. From
there, text cleaning was performed to pull important information from the article and insert it into
the data frame. The variables pulled were index, date, title, section, body, word count, and
subject tags. After the initial dataframe was generated, data cleaning was performed in order to
get these variables in a more manageable state. The "date" column of the dataframe was
transformed into the DateTime type so visualization could occur during the analysis.
Additionally, the "body" column was cleaned (removing capitalization, stripping newline and tab
characters, etc.) for natural language processing. Other variables generated in the dataframe
from the body of the article were: "data count" (the number of times one of the identified "data
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words" appeared in the text), "number count" (the amount of numbers that were found in the
text), "polarity score" (generated from the TextBlob library, ran a sentiment analysis on the text
to generate a score ranging from -1 to 1, with -1 being completely negative and 1 being
completely positive), and "subjectivity score" (generated from the TextBlob library, ran
subjectivity analysis to generate a score ranging from 0 to 1, with 0 being completely objective
and 1 being completely subjective). The following words were chosen to represent singular
counts of ‘data’: ["data ", "percentage ", "percent ", "stat ", "statistic ", "statistics ", "survey ",
"study ", "studies ", "figures ", "poll ", "census ", "number ", "report ", "chart ", "tally ", "table
", "calculation ", "calculations ", "sum ", "sums ", "computation ", "computations ", "statistically
", "statistical ", "research ", "measurement ", "measurements ", "count ", "rate ", "ratio ",
"proportion"]. Thus, an article with a data count of six had six separate usages of these words.
Multiple uses of the same word are still counted as separate uses of data. This is because an
article that mentions ‘ratio’ three times is inevitably more focused on data and the ratio than an
article that only uses the word once. Once all these variables in the dataframe were generated, the
plotting and regression analysis of the data was performed.

RESULTS
Overview
Overall, the results did not confirm any of the major hypotheses that were established at the
outset of this analysis. Most strikingly, this data failed to show any substantial changes in data
usage, polarity, and objectivity over the past 40 years. A number of ‘sanity checks’ were used in
order to verify the accuracy of the methodology and thus these conclusions are presented with
confidence. Although it is possible that these trends exist and this methodology was simply
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insufficiently nuanced to detect them, it is unlikely that these existing trends could be large and
still not appear through this analysis. Potential limitations to this paper are discussed in the
subsequent Limitations section. Despite not confirming a single hypothesis, these results have
actually led to perhaps more interesting conclusions and questions for research. Below follows
the main findings and their implications. subjectivity and polarity
For this section, the daily means are depicted because it is the best representation of the
impression of data usage, subjectivity and polarity as one reader would experience. Each daily
mean dot represents one Sunday in which 30 random articles were chosen. The daily mean
graphs show the same overall trends as the raw data but are easier to visualize and interpret.
This was intended to give an estimate of the data usage, polarity, and subjectivity as a reader of
the Sunday paper would experience.
Data Usage

Figure 1

Regression: -3.754749e-08x + 0.002956
R-squared value: 0.09423840816584382
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P-value: 8.168003641220163e-46
Figure 1 depicts the daily means of the data ratio. The data ratio is the count of ‘data words’ as
defined in our methodology over the total wordcount of the article. The green line depicts a 30knot spine graph while the black line depicts the best fitting simple linear regression. This graph
and its summary statistics show that despite a statistically significant regression slope, the
magnitude of the slope suggests no major changes in average data ratios over time.

Figure 2

Regression: -1.351388e-05x + 3.372579
R-squared value: 0.006667736831390933
P-value: 0.0002209002425236576
Figure 2 depicts the daily mean data count- not as a ratio to word count. This resulted in a similar
regression to the data ratio graph with the exception of the last several years- where the mild
increase in data count in offset by a slightly higher average word count per article for those
years.
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Figure 3

Regression: 4.267250e-07x + 0.429281
R-squared value: 0.023752394696192378
P-value: 2.523823486089966e-12
Figure 3 depicts the subjectivity daily average. As stated in the methodology, subjectivity was
scored on scale of 0 to 1 with zero being completely objective and 1 being completely subjective.
These results overall show two key things. First, according to this measure of subjectivity,
articles are on average slightly more objective than subjective. See Appendix 1 for examples of
articles with high and low subjectivity scores. Second, there has been no notable change in the
daily average subjectivity score.
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Figure 4

Regression: 2.834138e-07x + 0.096083
R-squared value: 0.011443047064841205
P-value: 1.2670169718876752e-06
Figure 4 shows the daily average polarity score ranging from -1 to 1, with -1 being completely
negative and 1 being completely positive. See Appendix 1 for full article examples of high and
low polarity scores. Interesting, the data suggests that on average, the NYT has consistently been
just above neutral and is consistently slightly positive. One may have expected to find more
negativity during periods such as the Great Recession or during the post 9/11 conflicts in the
middle east. However, the sheer consistently suggests that writers tend to adjust either their tone
or the ratio of news content to other content such as pop culture in order to maintain this slightly
positive polarity score.
Analyzing the impact of Data Usage on Subjectivity and Polarity
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Figure 5

Regression: -1.234326x + 0.434771
R-squared value: 0.012240527158315603
P-value: 5.2526474748567784e-27
Figure 5 and the corresponding regression formula shows that there is some minor correlation
between data usage and subjectivity within the high data ratio category which is a subset of the
larger data set. This high data category refers to articles within the original sample that are
greater than or equal to 3rd quartile data ratio. This is helpful because it eliminates the distortion
of the regression that occurs when all articles are included since many articles have data counts
of 1 or none at all. Analyzing these high data ratio articles, the results show a statistically
significant trend in subjectivity scores in relation to data ratio. These results imply that more data
usage is related to lower subjectivity, although the trend isn’t very strong. The low R-squared
value means that the proportion of the variance in subjectivity that is explained by the
independent variable is low.
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Figure 6

Regression: -0.691092x + 0.100453
R-squared value: 0.004432464587246719
P-value: 1.02725112960111e-10
Figure 6 shows no substantial trend in polarity as it relates to data ratio. This implies that,
according to this data set and analysis, there is not a strong correlation between using more data
and articles having a more or less positivity or negative. The tone of each article appears to be
only slightly negatively correlated with high data usage.

Key Findings
When evaluated together, these graphs and the corresponding regressions generate a few key
takeaways. The most crucial of these is that the impact of data availability on mainstream
journalism that was expected in this examination of the New York Times simply isn’t there.
Potential limitations to this methodology are discussed in a subsequent section, but the results of
this analysis are shockingly flat. Only very minor trends were found, but the nearly perfectly flat
regressions suggest that indeed there have not been profound shifts in the quantity of data that is
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seen in NYT articles. This is true not just for daily means of all articles, but even among articles
sorted by subject. The regression generated by examining the data ratios of only editorials is
nearly identical to the slope to the general article regression. This suggests that the lack of
findings on the topic of data usage is not simply an effect of increased article diversity. For
example, if there were more pop culture or fashion articles in later years this could presumably
impact the daily means seen in the data ratio. However, sorting and examining articles by various
subject tags confirmed that this was not a concern.

Thus, these findings directly contradict the public narrative that this is the ‘data age’ in media.
This evidence does not support the idea that journalists are employing data more frequently or
more effectively in order to inform readers. Data usage simply hasn’t changed. Furthermore,
while data and research are hailed as great equalizers, informers, and game changers by many,
this paper does not support those claims. Little correlation between polarity or subjectivity and
data usage could be found. Thus, this data suggests that the presence of data neither persuades
journalists to write more objectively nor empowers them to make aggressive subjective claims,
employing increased data usage to support these assertions. Data usage- according to this
analysis- is neither in favor or positive or negative tones but is used consistently with the regular
tones of journalists.

LIMITATIONS
Despite the thoughtful construction of this paper’s methodology, there remain several key
limitations to the design and subsequent results.
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Sample Limitations
Due to the lengthy runtime of the web crawler, the sample size was necessarily constrained. The
choice of 30 articles per Sunday resulted in a large sample- over 60,000 articles- but it is still
possible that this sample was insufficiently large to detect the trends. In particular, the fact that
articles only one day per week presented a limitation because it may have introduced some bias
because the types of articles, sentiments, and journalists that are featured in the Sunday paper
may have particular characteristics. Perhaps, the Sunday paper has longer and more data heavy
articles than the Friday paper. However, this limitation in representation should not have
impacted the ability to see trends over time in data usage.

A second, but notable limitation to the sample is the limited ability of this design to filter out
nonstandard articles. These nonstandard articles were things like minor sidebars or printed
corrections that were not full articles. The use of the web scraper to replicate random sampling
meant that nonstandard articles were picked up and diluted the sample. The tool was unable to
filter these bad articles in the sampling phase and thus they had to be removed during the data
cleaning phase.

One Publication
One of the more obvious limitations to this paper is that it only examined one publication. The
lack of identifiable changes in data usage within the New York Times may be limited to this
paper and may not be true for other similar publications or the use of data in journalism more
broadly. The New York Times was originally chosen because of its consistency over time- in
style, readership, ownership and genre. The hope was that if trends were found in data usage they
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would allude to broad trends in journalistic practices, not simply a changing trend within the
New York Times. Thus, the results found may or may not represent larger trends. Further
analysis of similar publications using the methodology is needed in order to draw these broader
conclusions.

Data Measurement
Despite the careful consideration of the measure of data, there could be confounding variables
that undermine our measure of data and therefore misrepresent the true trends of data usage
across time. For one, linguistic trends and the emergence of new ‘data words’ posed a core
challenge to this methodology. The maker words chosen to represent an instance of data were
carefully chosen so as to not muddle the data usage trend with a linguistic style trend. In
particular, the use and popularity of each marker word was examined using the Oxford
dictionary in order to ensure that word did not have a major emergence or fall from popularity
during our time frame. However, this method meant that select words such as ‘efficacy’ within
vaccine efficacy were excluded but may have actually been effective indicators of data usage.
While these instances should have been caught through the words ‘rate’ or the use of a number, it
is possible that the term ‘efficacy level’ was not counted despite representing a genuine use of
data. Furthermore, the short list of data words that were chosen resulted in very low counts of
data usage across the board which may have impacted the designs ability to tease out subtle
trends.

Regression Fit
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Admittedly, there is a likelihood that this data does not necessarily meet all of the assumptions of
a linear regression. Specifically, the residuals probably don’t look exactly normally distributed.
This may have resulted in p values that are not fully accurate. However, exploration into logistic
regressions, beta-binomial regressions, and Poisson regressions resulted in similar results that
were also harder to interpret. Thus, with confidence, a linear regression was adopted as the best
fitting regression model to represent the data.

Sentimentality Scoring
Because only one method of sentiment analysis was used, the lack of identifiable trends may be a
result of this particular tool’s biases. In particular, the tool used- TextBlob- is a python library for
Natural Language Processing. It uses a lexicon-based approach to classify the article text.
Subjectivity is scored [0,1] and polarity is scored [-1,1]. A key downside to this tool is that the
library returns exactly 0.0 either if the sentence doesn’t contain any words that are included in
the NLTK training set. A score of 0.0 is also returned because TextBlob uses a weighted average
sentiment score over all the words in the sample. Thus, the effect of sentences with varying
polarity words is diffused. Overall, it may not have been a nuanced enough tool to measure
subtle changes in sentiment across time. The fact that the results were so clustered and had a very
limited spread for both polarity and subjectivity made it nearly impossible to show any notable
changes over time even though in reality there may have been some.

The sentimentality scoring may also have been impacted by the changing sample construction.
The New York Times began to include more pop culture pieces and other types of non-frontpage news that became more prevalent in later years in our sample. Although even an analysis
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done on different subject categories resulted in similar conclusions, it is possible that this
impacted the overall sentimentality scoring.

FURTHER RESEARCH
The findings and limitations of this paper raise important questions for future research. While
this work aims to contribute to the apparent gap in modern research on data usage in media, there
are countless further questions to answer. As discussed in both the contribution statement and the
existing literature section, the stakeholders for these issues are plentiful and the potential impact
of research is large. In particular, the findings of this paper lead to several identifiable paths
forward for other researchers.

First, a similar, but larger, study should be conducted both on the NYT and similar publications
in order to confirm or challenge the results found in this work. If indeed there are no changes in
data usage over time, it raises extremely interesting questions regarding the public’s perception
of the ‘age of data’ and the role journalists play in data presentation. In order to speak more
broadly about data usage in journalism, researchers should examine both institutional papers
such as NYT, Chicago Tribune, Washington Post, etc. and compare these findings to popular
online news platforms and less academic news sources. Examining sources such as Vice,
Buzzfeed, and Upworthy may reveal key differences in data usage between institutional
newspapers and these trendier, younger, and less academic sources. As the consumption of
journalism changes, there may be changing journalistic standards within these different
publication categories.
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Another interesting research avenue is to examine the sources cited in articles over time. As
discussed in the existing literature section, there has been significant criticism in journalistic
practices regarding sourcing. Institutional papers such as the NYT have been accused of serving
as mouthpieces for government agencies and a select group of elite institutions. A previous study
done on the BBC’s source usage found a lack of diversity in citations (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2016).
Research on changing citations over time would lead to a more accurate picture of the data
landscape within print journalism. Perhaps, the quantity of data usage has not changed because it
was already sufficient in earlier years to support the articles’ core arguments. However, as more
data becomes available from a massively increasing number of reliable sources, one would
expect source diversity to increase. If indeed, researchers find- as they did in the 2016 WahlJorgensen paper- that source diversity hasn’t increased, it says a couple of core things. First,
journalists aren’t putting the increasing availability of data to full use. Further, they are limiting
the fullness and accuracy of the picture they are portraying to readers. And lastly, research
outside of a few limited institutional sources isn’t able to get the proper representation in the
media to have its full and deserved impact.

Further research on the topic of data complexity could also prove useful and enlightening.
Especially prevalent during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, statistical literacy both for
journalists and readers is under intense scrutiny. Researchers could examine potentially changing
trends in data presentation and the statistical terminology that is used in common newspaper
publications. Understanding not just how high of a level data is presented at, but also whether or
not the average reader actually fully comprehends this presentation has huge implications. The
public fight in support of science, compliance with social distancing, and acceptance of the
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vaccine depends- at least partially- on the ability of journalists to win the hearts and minds of the
public. Data can be either a tool or destructive force in this mission. This field of understanding
data presentation, consumption, and understanding is perhaps the most important point for
further research. Critically, it underscores the important role that journalists play to not just plant
ideas in the minds of readers, but rather to present digestible information so that readers can
make informed decisions themselves.
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Appendix 1
The following articles provide examples of the TextBlob tools scoring. The sentimentality and
subjectivity of each article as well as the full text of the article are provided.
High Negativity Article (-0.36 Sentimentality, 0.5 Subjectivity) May 7, 1995:

Inside the 48th -- A special report;
Bronx Police Inquiry Depicts A Night Shift Out of Control
The police corruption scandal in Harlem last year produced dozens of indictments, much disgrace and
promises of radical management changes. But for all the handcuffed officers and pledges from Police
Commissioner William J. Bratton about "re-engineering" the department citywide, there was no revolution
in supervision at the 48th Precinct in the Bronx.
Despite a track record of trouble in a precinct ripe with the temptation of guns and drugs, there was typically
only a sergeant in charge after midnight. And that sergeant was as likely as not to be William Laham, who
investigators describe as a 41-year-old undistinguished veteran, weak, inept and even criminal.
The results were disastrous. Last week, 15 officers from the midnight tour, including nearly 90 percent of
the officers under Sergeant Laham, were indicted on charges accusing them of theft, assault, fake arrests
and perjury. Sergeant Laham was charged with assault, intimidating a witness and official misconduct. All
15 have pleaded not guilty.
All the crimes cited in the indictments took place in the 48th Precinct, which covers the central Bronx, after
the corruption scandal last year in the 30th Precinct in Harlem.
"What, in terms of management, changed in the 48th Precinct after the 30th investigation?" asked one
corruption investigator who worked on the Harlem investigation. "Nothing."
Assistant Chief Rafael Pineiro, the Bronx borough commander, acknowledged the failure, saying, "The
facts speak for themselves."
"Unfortunately," Chief Pineiro said, "We had people who informally took over that late tour."
Indeed, internal affairs investigators said, as invariably happens in a troubled, poorly supervised precinct,
the leadership vacuum was filled by the most brutal and corrupt officers, notably among them Richard
Rivera.
Where sergeants were routinely ignored or mocked and defied, Officer Rivera, physically imposing and
described by investigators as an aggressive lawbreaker, became the dominant figure in the 48th Precinct
after midnight.
"Richard Rivera was on his own," said an Internal Affairs official who helped put together the 18-month
investigation and who spoke on the condition that he not be identified because it could endanger future
investigations. "He did a lot, got away with a lot, did it in front of supervisors. He was powerful. And in a
real, sad sense, he was the leadership."
The Intimidator
Dealers' Warning: 'Rivera's Coming!'
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Everybody always seemed to be shouting Richard Rivera's name after midnight in the Tremont section.
Street dealers called it in anger or derision or panic. Other officers on the late tour called it for help.
Investigators who spent more than a year infiltrating the mid-Bronx precinct said that Officer Rivera -- known
for his bodybuilder's physique and fingerless black leather gloves -- was the one everyone else on the tour
wanted for backup. As a sign of his authority, he was always called Mr. Rivera, by both colleagues and
criminals.
"When Rivera used to come, you'd hear people hollering 'Rivera's coming!' and the whole block would clear
out," said Angel Rodriguez, who said he dealt drugs at the corner of 180th Street and Daly Avenue and
would encounter Officer Rivera on patrol there. Luis Ortiz, another resident, said: "Rivera didn't get respect.
He got fear."
Investigators and prosecutors say Officer Rivera was caught stealing money in a sting operation early in
the investigation. He became the chief cooperating officer, they said, eventually wearing a wire and figuring
in the later stings of almost all the other officers charged with stealing money or guns from what they
believed was a drug dealer's apartment. He now faces five felony charges, including burglary, grand larceny
and perjury.
"It's not that I was a leader," Officer Rivera said last week. "The only reason they looked to me is because
I had more arrests. They would say, 'Richie, do you want to take over this arrest?' And I'd come over and
take it."
"I was also the biggest guy out there," Officer Rivera added. "I'm not trying to brag about it. It's just that was
the truth. I was called for every big job."
Richard Rivera was born 31 years ago in the Bronx and raised in the Castle Hill section. His sister, Michele
Rivera Perez, said he went to All Hallows High School and later graduated from Herbert H. Lehman College
in the Bronx. His father, a Lutheran minister, died of a heart attack when Richard was 6 years old, and he
was brought up by his mother and grandmother. Ms. Perez said an arm injury cut short Officer Rivera's bid
to play professional baseball.
"We've never seen him hurt anyone," said Ms. Perez. "I know my brother. And I know my brother doesn't
steal. He tells us everything he does, good or bad."
But investigators and other police department officials say Officer Rivera was a problem from his first year
on the force eight years ago. While crediting him with many "quality arrests," they said the extraordinary
number of civilian complaints against him as well as department intelligence required him to be under a
variety of monitoring programs. His computerized civilian complaint record reads like a clipped, grim
catalogue of trouble: "punch/slap, nightclub/beat, threat of force/profane gesture." Police Department
officials were unable to say last week how many of the complaints had been substantiated.
"He's intimidating to defendants and other cops," said one law enforcement official involved in the case.
"He was intimidating to me when I talked to him."
Midnight Tour
Using the Bars As a Station House
The group portrait of the 15 officers from the 48th Precinct who were indicted on various charges of assault,
theft and perjury is that of a collection of officers whose moral centers had eroded, whose respect for their
supervisors was nonexistent and who had come to be casual practitioners of a corrupt opportunism.
There was Michael T. Kalanz, whom the Federal authorities suspect of being a courier for an international
money laundering ring, though they have not charged him. And John Lowe, the son of a retired New York
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city police officer who impressed his superiors with his demeanor and energy at work, but who corruption
investigators say was spotted at known drug hangouts in Rockland County on his off nights.
Christine Montague was on the midnight tour -- a follower, said investigators, eager to impress the boys on
the tour. And Kevin Foy, a nine-year-veteran who friends said had been featured along with his partner,
Matthew Siciliano, in a newspaper article for their efforts at the deadly Happy Land Social Club fire in 1990.
His department record, however, says that the two had accumulated 28 civilian complaints of brutality and
racial slurs. None of those officers would comment last week on the charges against them.
On any given night, an unofficial sort of roll call for the officers of the midnight tour took place in any of a
handful of bars in the Bronx, investigators say.
It was in the bars that some of the officers on the midnight tour would have a drink or two before taking the
streets. Then internal affairs investigators and prosecutors say, they went out and behaved as if their central
Bronx precinct was some sprawling illicit saloon.
They banged people around in the streets, using their nightsticks, flashlights, fists and guns when they
chose, neighborhood residents and investigators say. If there was money to be taken from the pockets of
criminals or from the apartments they illegally entered, they took it, even as little as $17, the investigators
say. The idea that some of the people they improperly arrested and falsely testified against might be locked
away for years appears not to have concerned them.
"You can search around for the right adjective to describe the bunch of them and be stumped," said one
senior official in the Police Department who insisted on anonymity. "But sick isn't a bad one."
The Informers
'We Didn't Do Anything Bad'
The investigation into the 48th Precinct began in late 1993 with the arrest of Officer Timothy Zaccardo. The
Rockland County native was on the midnight tour, but he was arrested on drug charges in Rockland County,
and then, after New York City Police Department officials were notified, agreed to work for investigators
looking into corruption in the 48th.
In early 1994, Officer Rivera and his partner, James Vazquez, were the first to be caught by Internal Affairs
with Officer Zaccardo's assistance. One investigator said it took no more than a couple of hours of
interrogation for Officer Rivera to agree to cooperate. One investigator said it is typically the brute arrogance
of a corrupt officer that makes him bold enough to turn informer.
Soon after Officer Rivera's decision to cooperate, law enforcement officials say, Officer Dwayne Townsend,
who liked fast cars and who frequented a section of the Bronx known for drugs and prostitutes, and Officer
Foy were identified with Officer Rivera's help as potential targets. And then, said an investigator, "a seed
became a plant that became a tree with many branches."
"He was a broken man in front of me, crying about his wife, his family," one investigator said of Officer
Rivera's confession. "He said he did it, that he knew it was wrong, that he was ashamed."
Officer Rivera lives with his wife, Doris, and their two sons, Richard, 5, and James, 3, in a town house
development in Florida, N.Y., in Orange County, in a neighborhood mixed with young families and retired
couples. The couple bought the three-bedroom town house in 1993, taking out a $122,827 mortgage.
In interviews last week, Officer Rivera talked about his experiences on the midnight tour, but refused to
specifically discuss the crimes with which he is charged.
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Officer Rivera said he had been warned by other officers two years ago about working the midnight shift,
told that "I would end up indicted." But he said he did it to gain the easy overtime to make his mortgage
payments and "give my family what I never had."
"I was working the midnight shift and barely making it on overtime," said Officer Rivera, who estimated he
made $70,000 a year. "I did this all to make something better of myself. I loved the job and I'd love to be a
cop again. They were all good cops on the midnight shift, no matter what they did wrong.
"I cooperated and these guys hate me now. I understand that they are upset with me. They are going to
attack me, attack my partner. But they are wrong. I say, Be a man about it. Don't go pinpoint this on a
certain guy.
"You have to remember we are only humans. This has been greatly exaggerated. We didn't do anything
bad. It was sad, yes, and some shields were dishonored and disgraced, but in no way can you compare
this to the 30th.
"I cooperated, but believe me there's a lot more going on out there. For now, it's going to stop, but it's going
to pick up again. And I thank God it happened now because it could have got a lot worse in the 48th. I just
hope the new bosses take charge and don't let it happen again."
The Sergeant
'A Great Guy' With Little Respect
Officer Rivera's immediate boss in the 48th was Sgt. William Laham, who often served as the ranking
supervisor on the midnight tour. The indictment against the sergeant says that while transporting a suspect
to the station house in December, he punched and struck the suspect with his fists and elbows, then allowed
an officer to do more of the same. Once in the station house, Sergeant Laham allowed two other officers
to strike the suspect as he lay handcuffed on the ground.
Then, prosecutors charge, Sergeant Laham put a gun in the suspect's mouth and threatened to kill him if
he told of the beating.
In the 48th Precinct, one law enforcement official said, supervisors were out on the streets, breaking the
law with their officers, sending the message that almost any behavior was acceptable. "Once that is out,"
the official said, "chaos reigns."
A lawyer for Sergeant Laham, George Cerrone, said that the sergeant was innocent and that the incident
in question involved a suspect who had aimed a gun, complete with laser-lighted target, at a police officer.
Other officers who worked with the sergeant during his stint at the 84th Precinct in Brooklyn said they were
shocked at the indictment, that Sergeant Laham had been a calm, diligent officer always careful about the
rights of suspects.
The sergeant, who lives on a quiet block in Willowbrook, Staten Island, emerged from behind his wife in his
doorway on Thursday. "I have had a long, prestigious and honorable career," said the 41-year-old, 12-year
veteran of the police force. He said nothing else.
But investigators who spent months monitoring the conduct of the midnight tour say Sergeant Laham's job
in the 48th Precinct was an abject disaster of failed supervision and leadership.
So does Officer Richard Rivera. He said, "I told Laham: You've got to put your foot down with these guys;
you can't let them step on you; it's time to separate the boys from the men."
"He was a great guy," Officer Rivera said. "He cared about you and your family. But he was more of a social
worker on the job with these guys. They didn't respect him."
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Officer Rivera said officers regularly cursed at sergeants on the midnight shift, calling them idiots, tearing
up a memo in front of one. "The sergeants didn't show any discipline," he said.
To many investigators involved in the 48th Precinct case, as well as other specialists in police corruption,
Sergeant Laham was a logical consequence of a badly flawed system of oversight and supervision.
They say that while Mr. Bratton may rightly charge the corrupt officers of the 48th with stupidity for having
carried on their crimes even after the 30th Precinct scandal, it was the Commissioner and his top officials
who allowed the midnight tour in a tough neighborhood precinct plagued by drugs to be supervised by no
one above the rank of sergeant.
"There's more than enough stupidity to go around," said a senior investigator.

Highly Positive Article (0.23 Sentimentality, 0.44 Subjectivity) Nov 13, 1983:
CHAMPIONS OF THE CLARINET DISPLAY ITS LITERATURE AND ITS VIRTUES

It may be that the clarinet has few superstars among its champions, and that the number of clarinet disks
released each year adds up to barely more than a trickle. But to ignore that comparatively obscure corner
of the repertory is to pass up a varied and often sublimely expressive literature. One particularly interesting
series, featuring the British clarinetist Thea King, includes some fine chamber works and concertos by the
British Romantics. In a sense, Miss King's disks provide an overview of the clarinet's progress in England
during the first half of this century.
For instance, one disk pairs the Concerto in A minor, Op.80, by Charles Villiers Stanford, and the Concerto
for Clarinet and String Orchestra, Op.31, by Gerald Finzi - two composers whose music is not often heard
in this country (Hyperion A66001). Stanford, whose composition students include such pillars of the 20thcentury British school as Ralph Vaughan Williams, Gustav Holst and Frank Bridge, wrote in a Brahmsian
style, and it happens that his concerto, composed in 1902, was intended for Richard M"uhlfeld - the
clarinetist for whom Brahms wrote his sonatas and quintet. M"uhlfeld refused to perform the work, but it's
difficult to understand why, since the score offers both moments for bravura display and stretches of
reflective lyricism.
The Finzi Concerto was composed for Frederick Thurston - Miss King's husband and one of Britain's most
respected clarinetists at the time of his death, in 1953. Composed in 1948, the Finzi work is more
immediately striking than its companion. At the outset, the string orchestra writing is imbued with a stormy
anxiety that finds soothing foil in the calm, pastoral clarinet line; and these contrasting elements battle
throughout the opening movement. The central Adagio ma senza rigore is a hauntingly intense movement
in which Miss King successfully negotiates the contradictory tasks of rendering a virtuosic, rippling solo line
within a context of stark sobriety. The finale, a Rondo, is a return to brighter textures.
Another of Miss King's disks contains solo works by Stanford and Finzi, as well as music by William Yeates
Hurlstone and Howard Furguson (Hyperion A66014). Most of these scores are marked by the folksy
modality evident in so much mid- 20th-century British music, and that quality is particularly evident in Finzi's
Five Bagatelles. Stanford's Sonata, Op.129, like his concerto, is steeped in Romanticism, with long lyrical
lines in the outer movements, and a slowly building Irish lament between them. Furguson's four Short
Pieces are charming miniatures, none more than two minutes long, yet complete statements in which a
number of the clarinet's possibilities are explored.
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The most appealing of these solo works is Hurlstone's set of Four Characteristic Pieces. Several moods
are captured here - from a lullaby to a dancelike Scherzo - and the instrument's full range is exploited in
melodies that often demand broad register jumps, rather than smoothly flowing sequences. Throughout the
recital, Miss King produces a full, beautifully shaped tone, and Clifford Benson proves a nicely interactive
accompanist.
On a third disk, Miss King joins the Aeolian Quartet for the Clarinet Quintets of Sir Arthur Somervell and
Gordon Jacob (Hyperion A66011), both students of Stanford. Somervell shared his teacher's predilection
for lugubriousness, and seems to have been even more conservative. In his 1913 quintet, the clarinet is
treated as an equal part within the ensemble texture. Jacob, on the other hand, puts the clarinet at odds
with the strings, and takes a more modern harmonic and rhythmic view in his 1940's vintage work, which
even betrays a faint trace of jazz influence.
The eye-catcher on the recital disk by the clarinetist David Harman and the pianist John York (Crystal S337)
is a Sonata by Donald Francis Tovey - the very same Tovey who is better known for his ''Essays in Musical
Analysis'' and other writings. The three movement sonata, composed in 1906, proves a well-crafted score,
and like the Stanford works, it is very much in a Brahmsian mold. Mr. Harman also offers the Duo in E-flat,
Op.15, by Norbert Burgm"uller, a German composer who died at age 26, in 1836. A gentle work marked by
a sweet sentimentality that Mr. Harman's playing serves nicely, this duo offers an abundance of engaging
melody and inventive interplay between the clarinet's soaring lines and the piano's economically textured
counterpoint. Rounding out the disk is Darius Milhaud's brief Duo Concertant, Op.351, a work with a pensive
and harmonically misty middle section flanked by whimsical arabesques. The Gallic style here is a welcome
contrast to the German and Germanic-sounding English works.
At the more familiar end of the clarinet repertory are the works composed for the instrument by Mozart and
Weber, and several recordings of these have turned up among recent releases. Sabine Meyer - the
clarinetist Herbert von Karajan recently hired against the objections of some of the Berlin Philharmonic has recorded a thoroughly delightful account of Mozart's Clarinet Quintet, K.581, with the Berlin
Philharmonia Quartet, coupled with the Weber/ Kuffner Introduction, Theme and Variations for clarinet and
strings. This fine, digitally mastered recording also bears the distinction of being the first clarinet recording
to be issued on Compact Disk (Denon 38C37-7038), and in that format, both the strings and the clarinet
come across with a silky clarity. An LP is available on Deutsche Grammophon (DG 410 670-1GH).
David Shifrin, the principal clarinetist of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, has made an excellent recording of
Weber's Clarinet Quintet, Op.34, the Seven Variations, Op.33, and the Grand Duo Concertante, Op.48
(Nonesuch D-79017, digital). All three scores were composed in 1811 for the composer's friend and
sometime touring partner, the clarinet virtuoso Heinrich B"armann. The Variations and the Grand Duo, in
fact, are works B"armann and Weber performed together, and they make equal demands on both players.
Mr. Shifrin and his pianist, William Doppmann, meet those demands with extraordinary facility, and it is
partly because of their crisp ensemble work and egalitarian footing that the Grand Duo's Allegro con fuoco
movement is so energizing here. For the quintet, Mr. Shifrin is joined by the Sequoia Quartet, and the results
are equally ravishing. Mr. Shifrin's phrasing is gorgeously shaped, and his abilities as a colorist are
estimable.
He has some strong competition, however, from the recent recording by Richard Stoltzman and Tashi (RCA
ARL1-4328). Where Mr. Shifrin opts for a sound that is finely colored, but mellow, overall, Mr. Stoltzman
chooses brighter hues that create an impression of greater incisiveness, and Tashi's tempos are a bit
brisker. Instead of the clarinet and piano works, though, Mr. Stoltzman offers Ingolf Dahl's Concerto a Tre,
an attractive and well-integrated work for clarinet, violin and cello, composed in 1947; and William Douglas's
Celebration II (1978). The latter takes in jazzy, bent-note clarinet themes, Oriental- and African-inspired
sections, scat vocalizing, and a variety of string textures against which Mr. Stoltzman makes his solo lines
sound like spontaneous improvisation.
On his most recent disk, Mr. Stoltzman tackles Weber's thunderingly Romantic Concerto No.1, Op.73, along
with an early Rossini variation set, and an arrangement of Mozart's flute Andante, K.315 (RCA ARC1- 4599,
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digital). Mr. Stoltzman revels in the drama of the Weber's first movement, and in the playfulness of its finale.
Between them, he brings an alluring, lushly rounded tone to the introspective second movement. The
Rossini variations have an almost Mozartian elegance about them, and Mr. Stoltzman goes to great lengths
to endow them with plenty of color. The clarinetist is accompanied here by the Mostly Mozart Orchestra,
Alexander Schneider conducting; and if the disk has one major failing, it's an overly resonant acoustic
ambiance that sometimes gives the orchestra a distant and oddly tubby sound.
Alongside these recent recordings are a pair of midpriced reissues that should not be missed: The first is
Benny Goodman's recording of the two Weber concertos, with Jean Martinon and the Chicago Symphony
(RCA Gold Seal AGL1-3788) - classic interpretations that are sonically quite respectable. The second is a
transcendent performance of Mozart's Concerto, K.622, by Robert Marcellus, with George Szell
conducting the Cleveland Orchestra (CBS Great Performances No.73, MY 37810). The Clarinet Concerto
was one of Mozart's final works; and although it is thought that today's standard version is a distortion of
Mozart's lost original - scored for the lower- pitched basset clarinet - its current incarnation certainly
seems rich enough. On the CBS disk, Mr. Szell casts a bright light on every feature of Mozart's orchestral
texturing, while Mr. Marcellus's solo line is satisfyingly trim

Low Subjectivity Article (0.06 Sentimentality, 0.29 Subjectivity) December 26, 1982:

Legislators Pass a Tax to Save the Fare
The Metropolitan Transportation Authority's fiscal crisis, a thorn in the side of New York legislators for nearly
a month, was removed last week, but it left a scar.
The lawmakers passed, and Governor Carey signed, a two-year tax surcharge on corporate profits in the
12-county M.T.A. region to subsidize mass transit and prevent fare increases on subways, buses and
commuter rail lines for the next year. The surtax, to be levied on banks, insurance companies, utilities (and
their customers) and other corporations, will be 18 percent of taxes paid the first year and 17 percent the
next one.
The Metropolitan Transportation Authority's fiscal crisis, a thorn in the side of New York legislators for
nearly a month, was removed last week, but it left a scar.
The new measure, which will take effect for the two corporate fiscal years beginning after Jan. 1, 1982, is
expected to generate $270 million. Of that amount $135 million will go to the New York City Transit
Authority, helping to maintain the 75-cent bus and subway fare, and $95 million will go to the commuter
railroads.
The state's other financial difficulties will have to wait until January, despite Mr. Carey's insistence and
Governor-elect Mario M. Cuomo's requests that they be dealt with. With Republicans refusing to consider
new proposals to close the state's projected deficit, Democrats ultimately put aside the state issue and
concentrated on the M.T.A.
The compromise agreement, which passed 46 to 10 in the Senate and 80 to 46 in the Assembly, was
criticized by some business leaders. ''The surcharge is certainly detrimental to business development,''
said Raymond T. Schuler, president of the New York State Business Council. ''But we believe it's more
manageable to repeal the surcharge than it will ever be to repeal the payroll tax.'' (The Democrat-controlled
Assembly had passed a payroll tax on employers in the M.T.A. region, but the Republican-controlled Senate
refused to consider it.)
Meanwhile, in New York City, the State Financial Control Board approved the city's four-year financial plan,
apparently on the strength of Mayor Koch's pledge to reduce the workforce by 14,000 - including the layoff
of 6,600 workers by July 1 -and leave 11,000 vacant jobs unfilled if the city does not receive $300 million
in aid from the state.
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High Subjectivity Article (0.07 Sentimentality, 0.56 Subjectivity) July 5, 1998:

A Report From the Eye Of the Internet Firestorm
"BURN RATE: How I Survived the Gold Rush Years on the Internet," by Michael Wolff (Simon & Schuster,
$25), takes its title from a bit of business slang -- the term used to describe how fast a start-up is spending
money in excess of revenues to stay alive.
But in this vivid insider's tale of the early Internet industry, "burn rate" works as a metaphor in other ways,
too. It stands for the blistering pace of change on the World Wide Web, where the accepted business model
for making a profit seems to change every other month, along with who is hot and who is in the ash pile.
The phrase also neatly symbolizes the extent to which a struggling, money-losing Web enterprise (like Mr.
Wolff's was in 1996) will blow smoke and generate heat to hang on to its backers and lure buyers.
According to the author, who is a former journalist and publisher (he created the popular "Netguide" books
for an Internet-wary public), "Burn Rate" is meant to clear away the smoke, to be an "anti press release"
about his own experience with all this in the Internet's early days.
Its narrative centers on six crucial months in the life of Wolff New Media, the New York-based company
that the author founded to provide "content" on the Web. Eventually, the company, backed by venture
capitalists, created some guide sites and services -- for example, an electronic guide to events occurring
live on the Internet.
But vision? Nah, unless you're talking about the kind needed to read the small print in an initial public
offering that could yield personal profits.
It is fast cash, rather than content, that seems of most interest to Mr. Wolff and his investors. Like so many
entrepreneurs making the venture-capital cyberrounds, he wants his business to "build brand, gain position"
and then cash in by being "taken out" in an I.P.O. for tens of millions of dollars.
The reader comes in when the company's losses were triple its sales, its burn rate was a half-million dollars
a month and it had enough cash to operate only six more months.
But no matter. The dreamed-of market valuation is right in line with the rest of the Internet industry, which
at the time tended to price its companies at 20 times their revenues -- much higher than in the plain old
publishing world, Mr. Wolff says. And he, acknowledging that he was "human," "greedy" and "fascinated,"
wants to be a "great business story."
The story Mr. Wolff tells instead is compulsively readable -- despite nagging questions about how he could
remember the detailed and entertaining dialogue that novelizes the account so well. (He says he took notes
throughout his adventure.)
After a while, you stop dropping your jaw, as the author describes the inflated claims of the
cyberentrepreneurs, the technological ignorance of some of his investors (a trait for which he feels
contempt) and the lies and distrust surrounding his own partnership. (To stall the actions of an angry creditor
on his board, for example, he invents some open-heart surgery for his father-in-law.)
Then there are the frantic merger flirtations or money talks -- with Ameritech, The Washington Post and the
Web-search provider Magellan, which itself was ultimately bought by Excite. An account of a dinner meeting
with Magellan's principals, including scions of the late media magnate Robert Maxwell, reads like a report
on one of the Mad Hatter's tea parties.
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Everybody talks the talk, but nothing happens. Nothing happens in joint-venture talks with America Online,
either, though Mr. Wolff writes a hilarious, page-turning chapter about this drawn-out, always-just-this-sideof-done deal.
Wolff New Media, meanwhile, begins to advertise its Internet guides on Infoseek, another Web search
engine. The deal: For each user who types in the search word "cigars" (an upscale product, Mr. Wolff
reasoned), Wolff New Media pays Infoseek 2 cents. In return, a click-through banner ad for the company's
latest book shows up when the user's search results appear. The outcome? Mr. Wolff winds up paying $666
for $110 in sales.
"Burn Rate," follows Mr. Wolff to the point where, exhausted, he writes himself a back salary check -enough, he says, to finance the writing of a book -- and leaves the company.
The book is already taking some heat. In a recent article in The San Francisco Chronicle, Isabel Maxwell,
one of Robert Maxwell's daughters, angrily objected to the author's account of the Magellan undeal. And
former Wolff employees -- some of the writers who pumped out books about the Internet at the rate of one
every 20 days -- told The Village Voice that the book omitted their story, most notably, their agreement to
defer salaries during part of those tough six months. They hoped to be rewarded in the event of an
acquisition.
Others may be unhappy, too, especially given Mr. Wolff's penchant for name-calling. It's one thing to say
America Online is "dysfunctional" in its lack of organization, another to give in to the childish urge to
characterize people as "fat" or "ugly."
Still, in part, that's why this kiss-and-tell book is revelatory: Its author is no better than anyone else in his
cybercast of characters, many of whom alternate, like adolescents, between self-aggrandizement and selfpity. (A key exception, as Mr. Wolff tells it anyway, is his wife, Alison Anthoine, who acts as the company's
lawyer and the drama's choric commentator.)
In the end, this book's sharp perspective comes not from distance but from being inside the swirl. "Burn
Rate" has a terrific feel for the crazy deals, the characters and the clashing bicoastal cultures of the Internet.
Mr. Wolff has caught this business at a fascinating time -- when it is less an industry than, to use his words,
a "hurtling fireball of separate embers of ambition."
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